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Machine Comprehension: An example  

Document 

Question 

Answer Candidates 

Tom had to fix some things around the house. He had to 
fix the door. He had to fix the window. But before he did 
anything he had to fix the toilet. Tom called over his best 
friend Jim to help him. Jim brought with him his friends 
Molly and Holly.[…].They all pushed on the window really 
hard until finally it opened. Once the window was fixed the 
four of them made a delicious dinner and talked about all 
of the good work that they had done. Tom was glad that 
he had such good friends to help him with his work. 

Q:What did Tom need to fix first? 

  
 A) Door 

  B) House 

  C) Window 

 *D) Toilet 



Machine Comprehension：Method  

• Two Steps 

Tom had to fix some things around the house. He had to 
fix the door. He had to fix the window. But before he did 
anything he had to fix the toilet. Tom called over his best 
friend Jim to help him. Jim brought with him his friends 
Molly and Holly.[…].They all pushed on the window really 
hard until finally it opened. Once the window was fixed 
the four of them made a delicious dinner and talked 
about all of the good work that they had done. Tom was 
glad that he had such good friends to help him with his 
work. 

 Q:What did Tom need to fix first? 

 A) Door 

 B) House 

 C) Window 

*D) Toilet 

Tom had to fix some things around the house. He had to 
fix the door. He had to fix the window. But before he did 
anything he had to fix the toilet. Tom called over his best 
friend Jim to help him. Jim brought with him his friends 
Molly and Holly.[…].They all pushed on the window really 
hard until finally it opened. Once the window was fixed 
the four of them made a delicious dinner and talked 
about all of the good work that they had done. Tom was 
glad that he had such good friends to help him with his 
work. 

Q:What did Tom need to fix first? 

 A) Door 

 B) House 

 C) Window 

*D) Toilet 

Tom need to fix toilet first. 
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Step1：Answer Selection Step2：Reasoning 
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Projects and Plans 

• Todai Robot, Japan 
 Pass the Entrance Examination of Tokyo University before 2021 

• Al2 Aristo Project, USA 
 A system that acquires and stores a vast amount of knowledge in computable form, 

then applies this knowledge to answer a variety of science questions from 

standardized exams for students in multiple grade levels 

• GaoKao Examination Robot, China 
 The National College Entrance Examination (June 7-9, Every year) 

 9.4 million examinee in 2016, around 15% for key universities 

 Pass the Entrance Examination of GaoKao before 2018 

 National High Technology Development 863 Program of China 

 



Gaokao Examination Robot: 4 courses 

• Mathematics 
 algebra, geometry 

• Chinese Language  

 character and language application, reading comprehension, writing 

• History 
  Chinese history, world history 
  mainly  have two question types: multiple choice questions and short 
answer questions 

• Geography 

 geographic knowledge, Chinese geography, world geography 



GaoKao History: Multiple-Choice Reading 
Comprehension (GKHRC) 

1880年，日本政府的一项教育指令称：应利用“古今之画像照片”宣传孝忠精神；与其过分关注高深的理论和外语，不如对

农商庶民施以适于生存的实际教育。结合所学判断，该指令  

A．试图阻止西方科技的传播           B．表明忠孝精神已在日本瓦解  

C．旨在强化日本社会的等级制度        D．旨在培养掌握现代技能的忠顺臣民 

In 1880, an education instruction of Japanese government states: "the portraits and photoes 
from ancient times to modern times" should be used to promote the spirit of filial piety; the 
common people should be given the education that are suitable for surviving rather than 
advanced theories and foreign languages. Combined with what you've learned, this 
instruction 
 
A. attempts to stop the propagation of western technologies. 
B. indicates that the spirit of filial piety collapsed in Japan. 
C. aims to reinforce the hierachy of Japanese society. 
D. aims to train compliant people who are familiar with modern skills. 

 
 

明治维新 
Meiji reform 
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In 1880, an education instruction of Japanese government states: "the 
portraits and photoes from ancient times to modern times" should be 
used to promote the spirit of filial piety; the common people should 
be given the education that are suitable for surviving rather than 
advanced theories and foreign languges. Combined with what you've 
learned, this instruction 

A. attempt to stop the propagation of western technologies. 
B. indicates that the spirit of filial piety collapsed in Japan. 
C. aims to reinforce the hierachy of Japanese society. 
D. aims to train compliant people who are familiar with modern skills. 
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In 1880, an education instruction of Japanese government states: "the portraits and 
photoes from ancient times to modern times" should be used to promote the spirit of 
filial piety; the common people should be given the education that are suitable for 
surviving rather than advanced theories and foreign languges. Combined with what 
you've learned, this instruction 

A. attempt to stop the propagation of western technologies. 
B. indicates that the spirit of filial piety collapsed in Japan. 
C. aims to reinforce the hierachy of Japanese society. 
D. aims to train compliant people who are familiar with modern skills. 
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After WWⅡ, the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics gradually began competing in all fields including 
politics, economy and military. In order to coordinate and promote economical development of member countries in 
socialist party, USSR established Council for Mutual Economic Assistance in 1949. This move is mainly for confronting:  
A. Truman Doctrine      
B. Marshall Plan  
C. North Atlantic Treaty Organization  
D. German Federal Republic 

GKHMC is more complex: source of answers 
• GKHMC 

 The answers comes from both 
knowledge base and history textbooks. 

• Traditional MC 
 Answer comes from the given passage 

 

第二次世界大战后，美苏两国逐渐走向政治、经济、军事领域的全面对抗。苏联在1949年成立经济互助委员会，协调和促进社会
主义阵营各成员国的经济发展。此举主要针对的是 
A.杜鲁门主义    B.马歇尔计划     C.北约组织       D.德意志联邦共和国 

United States 

USSR CMEA  

 
Truman Doctrine：Cold War|Harry S. 
Truman| Poltics 
Marshall Plan : Cold War |  March 13, 
1948 | Economy 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization：
4 April 1949 |  28 nations | Poltics 
. 
. 
German Federal Republic: Germany |1945  
 
 

CMEA  
Country: USSR  
Field: Economy …  

Knowledge Base 

TextBook 



GKHMC: more answer types 
 • GKHMC: Entity, Event, Phrase, Sentence 

 
 

• Standard MC: Almost only entities 

秦汉以来儒家思想不断发展。下列属于吸收外来文化因素、阐释儒家思想的著作是  
①《春秋繁露》  ②《四书章句集注》  ③《儒林外史》  ④《孔子改制考》 

一位美国学者指出，第二次鸦片战争期间，美国只是“给予联军以道义上的支持和合作”，却在战后获得了很多权益。其中一项权益是  
A．获得军费赔偿                     B．进驻北京使馆区（界） C．在华开设工厂                     D．在沿江口岸自由航行 

有西方学者在分析第二次鸦片战争爆发原因时说：“欧洲人渴望中国做出更大的让步以实现其贸易扩张。”若对此进行补充，下列选项正确的是 
 A．西方国家希望通过“最惠国待遇”获得更多权益  B．西方国家想借“修约”名义摄取更多的在华利益  
 C．清政府没有遵守《南京条约》各项条款的规定      D．总理衙门拒绝了西方提出的公使进驻北京的要求  

Confucianism developed a lot from Qin and Han Dynasties. Somes works elucidate Confucianism with foreign cultural factors such 
as: 
①Luxuriant Dew of the Spring and Autumn Annals  ②Explanation to Imperial Collection of Four Divisions 
③The Scholars                                                            ④Confucius as a Reformer 

One of American scholars indicates that U.S. just “gave allied troops moral support and cooperation" during the Second 
Opium War, but gained lots of rights and interests after the war. One of these rights is to 
A. gains military compensation  B. enter Beijing's legation quarter 
C. set up factories at China D. navigate freely along the Yangze River 

When analyzing the causes of the Second Opium War, some western scholar states that "European long for a further concession 
of China to achieve its trade expansion." As a supplement to this, it's right to argue that 
A. western countries wants to gain more rights and interests via "most-favoured-nation clause" 
B. western countries wants to absorb more interests in China in the name of "revising the treaty" 
C. the Qing Regime didn't follow the rules of Treaty of Nanjing 
D. Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Qing Dynasty refused the western countries' requirements of dispatching ministers to 
Beijing 



GKHMC: more complex questions 

• GKHMC 
 Multiple question types 

• Correct or Incorrect 
• Finding Conclusion and Reason 
• Time and Location 
• Analogy 
• Ranking 

 Including contexts and questions 
 
 

• Standard MC 
 Factoid questions 

• Who, When, Where, What 
• No why and how 

 Only questions 

下列关于李贽思想与文艺复兴时期人文主义思想的表述，不正确的是 
A. 都具有思想启蒙意义                 B. 都是商品经济发展的产物   
C. 都体现了新兴资产阶级的愿望        D. 都宣扬了个性自由和解放 
 
When talking about Li Zhi's Thoughts and moral thoughts of humanists in Renaissance period, it's incorrect to state 
the they 
A. both have enlightenment meaning of thoughts. 
B. both are products of the development of commodity economy  
C. both reflects the aspiration of the new bourgeoisie 
D. both advocates the personality freedom and liberation 



• GKHMC 
 Multiple reasoning types 

• Logical reasoning 
 Time, Location, … 

• Textual entailments 
 More commonsense knowledge 

 
 
 
 
 

GKHMC: more complex reasoning 

• Standard MC 
 Textual entailment 
 Commonsense knowledge 

A : North Song Dynasty   B: late Yuan or early Ming 

C:  late Ming or early Qing           D: During the Opium War 

In 1985, a Dutch East India Company's wreck was found, there they found a blue and white 

porcelain produced in Jingdezhen. The earliest time of this ship should be() 

1985年，一艘荷兰东印度公司的沉船被发现，船上载有景德镇生产的青花瓷。该船沉没的时间最早应为 
A．北宋中期 B．元末明初 C．明末清初 D．鸦片战争时期  



In 1985, a Dutch East India Company's wreck was found, there they found the blue and 

white porcelain produced in Jingdezhen. The earliest time of this ship should be:  

A. middel North Song dynasty B. late Yuan or early Ming dynasty 

C. late Ming or early Qing dynasty  D. during the Opium War 

Dutch East India Company 

White porcelain 

question 

answer 

800BC 1500AC 1900AC 

middle North Song dynasty 

 

late Yuan or early Ming dynasty 

 

late Ming or early Qing dynasty  

 

during the Opium War 

800BC 1500AC 1900AC 

800BC 1500AC 1900AC 

800BC 1500AC 1900AC 

800BC 1500AC 1900AC 



Key Points 

Context (a document) Question stem 

constraint What is been asked? 

3: Knowledge resources construction 
HistoryTextbooks 

Knowledge Bases 

Training datasets 

2: Reasoning 
         Time, location, causal, entailment, etc 

Candidate 1 
Candidate 2 
Candidate 3 
Candidate 4 

Based on the representation of the question and a candidate answer, we need to compute the 
relation between them based on background knowledge and different reasoning strategies.  

1: Question/Document Analysis 

4: Answer analysis 



Reasoning 

Architecture of the System 

Question 

Candidate 

Question 
Analysis 

Type analysis 

context 

Stem 

Context 
analysis 

Stem 
analysis 

Answer 
pattern 

Candidate 
answer 
analysis 

Semantic 
Representation 

of question  

entity 

sentence 

Answer 

Semantic 
Representation 

of candidate 



Question Segmentation 

In modern times, after it establishment, this National Advisory Council Agency submitted an 
document to request take the Examination Compound, the place that holds the Imperial Examination, 
as its office land. The document includes "Tanks to the emperor's kindness, the request is 
permitted." This document presents in the period of   
A. the Westernization Movement 
B. the Hundred Days' Reform 
C. preparation of constitutionalism 
D. the early of the republic of China 



Question Analysis 

• POS tagging 

• Syntactic Parsing 

• Entity Linking 

 The item in the Baike DB  

 Book name recognition 

 Reference recognition 

• Semantic Label Annotation 

New Culture 
Movement 

Communist 
Party of China 

modern history 

In 1910s and 1920s, establishing the New Youth, a historical 
personage was known as a pioneer of the New Culture Movement and 
was then called "commander of the May 4th Movement". This 
personage 
A. was a representative of the First Conference of the CPC 
B. was selected as secretary after the First Conference of the CPC 
C. proposed that "power came from the barrel of a gun" 
D. commanded the Nanchang Uprising 



Question Analysis 

• Co-reference 

"Lonely hands band together, bands group together, groups work together, all led by party branch." This folk song 
reflects  
A. movement of people’s commune 
B. household contract responsibility system with remuneration linked to output 
C. socialist transformation of agriculture 
D. economic policy of the 8th National Congress of the Communist Party of China 



Answer Analysis: Entity or sentence ? 

A:  Movable type, the law of gravity    B:  "Nine Chapter Arithmetic", Roman law 
C:  Cai Lun improved papermaking, heliocentric   D: "Chun Qiu Fan Lu",  "Utopia" 

97 AD, the Eastern Han Ban Chao had sent envoy to European powers Roman 
Empire. Han and Roman Empire have created a brilliant culture., the follows 
that belong to their cultural achievements are: 

All candidate answers are entities. 

• Entity 

公元97年，东汉的班超曾派人出使欧洲强国“大秦”。东汉和“大秦”都创造了辉煌的文化。属于
它们的文化成就分别是 
A．活字印刷术、万有引力定律 B．《九章算术》、罗马法 
C．蔡伦改进的造纸术、日心说 D．《春秋繁露》、《理想国》 



• Sentence 

Answer Analysis: Entity or sentence ? 

 
Mid-19th century, the Chinese foreign goods on the market are increasing. matches, 

calico and other supplies "Although the backcountry, if demanded and will have some 

available." This situation shows: 

 
A: China began to lose sovereignty tariff B: Commodity economy largely replaced natural economy 

C: People are living in close contact with the world market D: Chinese market is open from passive to active 

All answer candidates are sentences 



Multiple Choice vs. Single Choice 

"Lonely hands band together, bands group together, 
groups work together, all led by party branch." This folk 
song reflects  
A. movement of people s commune 
B. household contract responsibility system with 
remuneration linked to output 
C. socialist transformation of agriculture 
D. economic policy of the 8th National Congress of the 
Communist Party of China 

From 19th century, some Arab countries carried out 
reforms of modernization,  in which Egyptian 
Muhammad Ali reform and Turkish Atatürk's Reforms 
are typical examples. The common ground of these 
two reforms includes 
①abolishing Caliph system 
②military reform 
③establishing the modern industrial 
④education reform 



Reasoning: Symbolic 

• Simple Reasoning:  we can clearly describe the reasoning process 

 time reasoning, location reasoning, causal reasoning, and so on.  

• Be handled through semantic matching based on symbolic representation.  

In a period of ancient China, the contradiction between imperial court and local government is 
serious. An imperial envoy sent someone to handle affairs in Central Secretariat. Because of his 
bad manners, Wu Yuanheng, the prime minister reproached him. Soon after, Wu Yuanheng was 
assassinated in Jingan Fang by a killer who took order from this imperial envoy. This event 
happens at 
A. Chang'an in Han Dynasty 
B. Chang'an in Tang Dynasty 
C. Bianliang in Song Dynasty 
D. the Great Capital of the Yuan Dynasty 

Name:   Wu Yuanheng 

Date of Birth: 758BC 

Alias:  Bo Cang 

Nationality: Han 

Citizenship: Tang Dynasty 

 



Reasoning: Deep Learning 

• Complex Reasoning: The reasoning process is deep and complex, the existing knowledge base is 
hard to represent the reasoning logic in this kind of questions.  

 
After Mid-19th century, foreign goods in the market in China were increasing. Matches, calico and other 

commodities “even in the backcountries, were available if demanded." This situation shows: 

 
A: Chinese market is open from passive to active B: Commodity economy largely replaced natural economy 

C: People are living in close contact with the world market D: China began to lose sovereignty tariff 

 

 

• But the training set may have the similar questions, we can resort to deep learning to capture this 
kind of rules. 



Reasoning in two ways 

Symbolic Reasoning Deep learning based Reasoning 

Time, Location, Causal, … 



Symbolic Reasoning: Semantic Matching 

• Word level semantic matching 

• Entity level semantic matching 

 BOW entity model 

 Co-occurrence between entities (document, 

paragraph, sentense) 

• KB entry based semantic matching 

 Baike item inlink and outlink 

 Baike item content semantic matching 

• Semantic matching based on open semantic tags 

 
 
 



Deep learning based reasoning 

Question distributed 
representation 

similarity 

Candidate distributed 
representation 



Deep learning based reasoning 

• Traditional method: Measure the similarity between the question and the answer 
using their ATTENTIVE distributed representation.  

Question 
sentence 

Answer 
sentence 

Reasoning 

BN Wang,et al, Inner Attention based Recurrent Neural Networks for Answer Selection. ACL2016 



Deep learning based reasoning 

• Problem of traditional RNN based attention model:  biased toward the latter coming 
words. 

Attention distribution from start to the end of a sentence. 

BN Wang,et al, Inner Attention based Recurrent Neural Networks for Answer Selection. ACL2016 



Inner attention RNN on gate 

Deep learning based reasoning 

Inner attention RNN on word Inner attention RNN on context  

BN Wang,et al, Inner Attention based Recurrent Neural Networks for Answer Selection. ACL2016 

Attention on input word embedding 
directly 

Attention from both question and 
previous hidden states 

Embed the attention to the inner gate 
activation 

We propose three unbiased models to remedy this problem. 



Training data 

• Deep learning system 

 10 years GaoKao training set of Beijing. (120) 

 10 years GaoKao training set of China.(120) 

 Students practice sets (6180) 

 Iflytek testing set (367) 

 Internet Q&A pairs (22319) 

 Auto generated from history textbook (400 thousands+) 



System Result 

Objective 
Questions  
on History  

DL based system 5/12 

Symbolic system 5/12 

Combination system 7/12 

Preliminary Experimental Result 

• Symbolic method has advantage on entity type questions and simple reasoning questions 

• Deep learning method is better at sentence type and complex reasoning questions.  



History Knowledge base construction: 
 4-level Hierarchy 

the New 
Democratic 
Revolution 

the War of 
Resistance 

Against Japan 

War of 
Liberation ... 

... 
strategically 

decisive battle ... 

Liaoxi-Shenyang 
campaign 

... 

Beijing-
Tianjin 

campaign 
... 

1st: 24 nodes 

2nd: 72 nodes 

3rd: 331 nodes 

4th: 1500 nodes 



History Knowledge base construction: Size 

Knowledge 
Resources 

Task 
Requirments 

Current  
Developments 

Structured 
KB 

-    5million entity 
- 5000 relationship 

- 100 million triplets 

25 million triplets（5million from 
structured data、15 million from semi-

structured data, 5 million from 
unstructured data） 

Text 
Resources 

- 1million document 
relavant to history. 

3 million words from Baike items 
1million words from history textbooks 

History  
Q&A set 

- 500k words (nearly 5k 
questions) 

have already collect 7000 history 
questions 





What shall we do in the future? 

• Gaokao Machine Comprehension Robot is a very difficult task.  

• One model could not solve every problem. We need to design 

different methods for different types of questions.  

• Knowledge bases and Examination training set is important. How to 

get more training data? 

• How to handle complex reasoning is a very important research topic.  



Thanks 
Any Question? 


